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SYNOPSIS Or FACTS:	 C ONFIDLNTIAL

During Iltne and Jar, 1554 SINISA KOSUTIC continued to serve as Consul'
. of Yugoslavia at San 17rancisco, California.	 Principal duties included
the handling of estate are inheritance matters. 	 Accompanied Consul
General PRA= KARADJOLE on trip to Los Angeles, California and vicinity
7/13-17/51: to meet emigrant groups.	 KOFUTIC and fanily all left San
Francisco on 1/24/54 for three weeks vacation at Sierra City, California.
Contacts identtfied. 	 Description set forth.
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DETAILS:

The roll:ming is a pint report of SAS WILLIAM E. DILLON and
.	 VADJA V. KOL04BATOVIC.	 .

The information set forth in this report was received tram
informants T-1 through T-5, all of known reliability.

During the months of June and July, 1954, subject SINISA
YOSUTIC continued in the capacity of Consul of Yugoslavia at San Francisco,
California and continued to reside at 290 Magellan Avenue.	 Informants
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T-1 and T..2 noted, durinOhis period, that the principal duties of KOSUTIC
were in regere to the haneling of estate and inheritance matters and with
regard to legs/ proceedings in the courts in which the Yogos/av Consulate
General has been interested.

:Consul General MP INWAKILli arrived in Sen Francisco on
June L, 1954 to replace RIP) 7ACV/IC who actually departed for his
return to Belgrade, Yugo avi on—Nine 15, 1954. (T.1, 6/2,18/54)

conaul General BRPNKO NP RAEIOLE was tendered receptions at
an Francisco on June 5, 1954 and • ihiCtakland, Celifornia on June 6, 19%

and was accompanied to these gatherings of Yugoslav emigrant groups by
Consul SIBITA KOSUTIC. Both were also tp attendance at a gathering given
to honor FIVNKO T/RAfJOLE given by PETg*GpigIA, 333 latter Avenue, in
Oakland and thie social was held at OVUM home on June 6, 1954. (21-2,
6/11/54 and T-3, 6/7/54„).

Subject KCOUT1C sec-ones:flied Consul Genera/ BRIM KARADJOLE by
air to Los Angeles and they denarted on Tuesday, July Up 1954 ob United
tirlines flight 452 which was achedrlad to arrive in Los Angeles at 1 pm
and mhich departed krom San Francisco a 11 am. They planned to'confer.
with attorneys RCHANVALKER and JOB? J. ITIUUN on the afternoon of
July 13, 1954 and intended to visit on July 24 and 15, 1954 with JOB

....T.eilNOVIC and members of the Yugoslav emigrant color- at San Pedro,
CalifOinia. They expected to spend the weekend in Los Angeles,(T-1,
7/8/54)

While in L40 Angeles the subject and BRAM KAR,D.TOLE stayed
at the Rita Hotel where thev occupied ROOR 904 They were residents
in this hotel on July 14, 1954. (T-1, 7/14/54)

-
Advice was received that the subject and KARADJOLE had changed

their plena and instead of remaining in Los Angeles over the weekend,
were returning to San Francisco bv air on the evening of Saturday, July
17, 1954 (T-1, 7/16/54)

T..4 advised that apparently the subject and KARADJOIS returned
on &Murcia, as they had planned, because they were in attendance at their
offices on Monday, July 19, 1954.

Subject KOSUTIC and his wife, accompanied by BRA IJKO MAW=
and his wife and son and by MICERNITOROFIC the V100400eul, visited

4.
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at the Boy Scouts Camp at Csaadero, California which is called Comp
Royal h on July 4, 1954 to attend a barbecue. It was noted that the

51eon \ OSU/IC„ STNEVA age 13, was apparently attending the camp and
had in

C 
tea his parents and other members of the Consulate &morel staff

to the barbecue. (T-1, 6/30/54)

KOSITIC and his family left on a three week's vacation trip to
Sierra City, California on Sunday, July 2S, 1954 and are believed to have
travelled in the 1950 Dodge automobile which is the property of the

UICVX,  LTER	 "
Yugoslav'Yon Consulate

the law offices
(eneral of. BeJ forei:erting

I	 ForeignT	
VOSUTIC
entitled Rights

borrowed a
of 

law
book
Consuls in the CFA" and indicated he shed to use the book on his
vacatIon. (7=1, 7/23,2h/54) 	 ...v...

MARION JA4CILLESFIE, also known as MAR[JAN.k 0IIIESFIE,indicated
that she would be unabl.i to accompany KOSUIIC and his f 	during the
first week of their vacation and planned to be with them during the seemed
two weeks. This young woman is the girlfriend of Vicewconaul yrfcRavic,
(T..1, 7/20/54)

KOMITC was in touch with the Facific Greyhound Lines inqeiring
as to bus service to Sierra City, California end was told that the nearest
point nerved by the bus system would be Nevada City, Californiswhich is
about 47 miles southwest of Sierra City. The latter is a swell community
in the Sierra Nevada hountains on CSifornia'HighwgyNueber 49, approxi-
mPtely thirteen miles east of the county seat which is Iownieville.
(T-1, 7/23/54)	

.

On. July 31, 1954, Saturdey, BRAM DRAW= and his family,
along with HICKIRAO VITCROVIC and MARION JANE GILLESPIE, took s Oreyhound
Bus /Ism San Fralcisco in order to spend the weekend with the K(SUITCS
at Sierra City, California. Theee individuals returned to don ?racist°
on August 2, 1954 andwere available in their offices on August 3, 1954.
(T-1, 7/29,344 8/2,3/54)

KOSUTIC was apparently being oonsiderelas the person involved
in a currency violation growing out of the exchange of $250 for rubles
rather than dinars in Moscow, USSR during the period of time that KCSUITC
served there. This was from May, 19115 to January, 1949 and 'COSMIC was
the Sevretazy to AmbaesedorvumaR PCPOVIC. MIMIC garnered the
accusation by indicating that his duties were exclusively of a political
nature and had nothing to do with the consular field. Be explained that
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he hadseo recollection of having had any dealings with the complainant
PETER:MABEL. ECCUTIC stated that he vas opposed to the withholding of
4125.07 tram his salary to make good the mousy owing to ABEL as had been
suggested by the vinistry of Foreign Affairs. KOEUITO stated that a
further investigation should be mede in the matter in order to remomOany
doubts as to his ccmplicity. The consents of KOSUTIC in this regard were
relayed to the Finistry of Foreign Affairs in Belgrade. (T-2, 6/21/54)

Later ROMIG prepared an answer to the allegations of PETER P.
ABEL which the latter made on April 7, 199k to the 'President of the
Cabinet" of Yugoslavia. KOFUTIC indicated that ABEL followed the proposal
of the Second Secretary of the Yugoslav Eabassy in Moscow in taking the
rublbs which ABEL planned to exchange in Itsoslevia for diners, figuring
on makin; some money on the exchange. However, ABEL was unable to exchange
the rubles for dinars at the "gational Bank in Belgrade and because of
this fact ABEL "outsmarted hirself". KOCVTIC then stated that after the
lapse of a period of nine years, ABEL finally has asked the President to
intercede on his behalf. (T-2, 6/29/5b)

On June 9, 1954 MIMIC expressed a desire that his recall or
transfer would come very soon. In makinz; this ream& he also expressed
the opinion that the transfer of Vice-Consul VITOROVIC would to effected
first. (T-1, 6/9/54)

BOGDAN POPOVIC informed xosunc that he, UTIC, can secure the
Leica camera iOdel Number III S P forth. sue of 850 %ratan marks and .
that KOSUT1C ahouldwrite to JA3LR LE in this regard. The latter's
address vas given as Bonn/Rhein, .ittnn Plata 7. (T-1, 7/12/54)

On July 12, 1954 it was noted that an individual by the given
name of "IMMORA" was at the KOSUTIC residence at 290 Magellan Avenue
during the middle portion of the day. It is believed possible that W.
is the given name of a colored woman who does yart-time housework it the
residence of Consul General BRAME0 KAB/DJOLE who resides at 355 Pacheco
Street which is within, few blocks of the home of KOSUTIC. It is believed
possisl. that this colored woman also works part-time at the residence
of XDSCTIC. (T-1, 7/12/5h)

CaffACTS

1. PROFESSOR sowNrAFSEDIAN
San Fran niece 'State Congo
124 Rochanan Street
San Francisco, Cal Limit 
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An agreement VES reachee !)etween TiASSET IAti and NOSUTIC in lit.
June, 1954 that the two, with their -eapective farilies, would vacation
together in July or August. (T-1, 6/30/54)

2. RI5TONIREv0
4713 E/ Camino Rood
Santa Clare, California

XOSUTTC cormuniceted with MST° FR/Eh° for some unknown purpose
on June 3, 1951:. (T-/, 6/3/54)

3. 1711hPREFO
L53 Roosevelt Avenue
Sunnyvale, California

VJ(ESPIZENO expected to visit in Fan Frencisco on June 4, 1954
and indicated that he would probably visit with the KOSUTIC family. The
purpose of his visit to F:an :rancieco and the reason why he was to see
rORITIC was undetermined.	 6/3/514

JACKNESpOL
150-1 la *ands Terrace

San Pedro, California 

On Nay 27 * 1954 KOSUTLC corresponded with MPOL and *eked the
latter	 JIto give sane unidentified Yugoslav court documents to a lica_111VS\w” T

CIC whose address was unknown to the Consulate but who resides Some-
=kr, in San Pedro. It was noted that rLscr(L has been called upon in the
past to assist the Yugoslav Consulate Oenerel. (T-2 * 6/1/54).

5. J OSEl.R4AEPAN
587-744 Street
San Francisco, Califbrnia

Xf611TIC indicated that he would attend a picnic of the Croatian
Fraternal Union (CPU) at Cupertino * California on Sunday, June 27, 1954.
lie discussed this picnic with ORM and ICEP.PAN indicated that he wou.ld
be unable to attend the social gathering as he, IER pAN, was to work that
afternoon. KERM made an eppointment to meet with NOSUTIC at the
latter , s office at 2 pn on June 22, 195/4.(T-1, 6/22/54)
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On June	 19514 KUPPN reported to rosmic that 11414 KERPAN,
had written to JONI_ ctja_rposi and convoyed the information which KOSUTIC
had requested. This apparently was KO'UTIC IS desire to meet 	
CAPETANICN or (21PFIANIOR) and to have BRANFO KIRIDJOLE introduced to
this person. K/IRPAN indicated that he had oleo requested SCURICR. to
introduce KOSUTIC and KARPTJOLE to as msnymembers of the Control Board
of CFV as possible at the picnic.

KOFUTIO told KERPAN that he had contacted KOKRi&P.MtUCMA'

in regard to the same matter and had talked with PETRUCELA % at the Consulate
Cenere/ on June 214'195h. The letter hrd agreed to introduce KOSUTIC and
IPRATJOLE to as many members of the CPU Central Pcerd as was possible.

REFPiN stated that PETRUCELV would be bogy with food dispensing
and BO the Consulate personnel would probably have to depend upon
SCOURICH to introduce idhem.

At this meeting KUM also requested advice of KOSUTIC re-
garding a patent matter for eome unknown "friend" of KERPAN. KOSUTIC
agreed to study the matter and to advise rotunc.	 6/25/54)

On June 28, 19541[013UTICreportad to =PAW an the picnic at
Cupertino held by the CPU on Juno 27, l951. KOSUTIC characterised the
event as "a sad affair" and indicated that he had nothing good to report.
KOSUTIC pointed out that neither he nor LIRADJOLE were introduced to the
public and the people who had agreed to assist in this regard did mat
seem particularly interested in doing 92* KOEUTIC acinosledged that the
lack of a public address system was a factor in this regard. Hs added
that they did not even get to pee	 CAPETANICE.

When KOSUTIC and KARAJCLE arrived they were met by JON
SCUNIONT who told them that it would be very difficult to "do anything"
as 	 OLAVAs of the Central Comittee was "an enemy" of theirs.
When KOSUTIC inquired as to the identity of CLAWS, KERFAN (iv/aimed
that OLAVAS was a member of the Sacramento, California cru lodge and is
"one hundred percent in accord with the pro.CcoinfonaistaRy although
YUMAN was unable to stateLthat °LAVAS ectuallybelonged to the Communist
Party. KEPAN pointed out that MOWS was also s delegate to the Central
Committee and definitely 'mould not go along with the p/sn to introduce .
Members of the Yugoslav Consulate General staff.
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KERFAN also informed Fl6UTIC that 	 RADOVAN (CHRIST)
was represented on the Central Committee and described RADOM as a
litermilvho often does not wish to fight N. J. NICHOL'S and sometimes
Roes along with NICHCEAS 1 ideas while he votes against NICHOLAS on
other occasion.

It was agreed between KOFUTIC and KERPAN that they should meet
at the Consulate acme morning in order to more fully go over the affair.
KOFUTIC complained that he did not think that the emigrants should treat
their representatives in the way they were, treated at the picnic and
KCCUTIC expressed the opinion that it would probably be better for the
consular officers to not go to such affairs. KERFAN disagreed end stated
that he thought the meehers of the staff should attend every affair
possible in order to mix with the emigrants and become better known in
the colony.

KERP/N told KCMITIC th r t he should realise that the officers
of the CFU lodges have to be very careful about meeting:with officials
of the Consulate General and KERFAN was unable to sty that 	
CAPEWNIICHwould have agreed to meet with KCFUTIC and KARADJOLE.
(T-1, 6/28/50

6. FRANCES O'BRIEN

On June 22, 1954 airman apparently giving the mime of FRANCIS
OIERIET notified KOSUTIC that she would be unable to see him that dgy
but that she would try to meet him at the sere time and place on the .
following der. KCCUTIC agreed to this and stated, "Fleas* try and be
there toaorrow". The identity of this individual was not determined and
there is a possibility that the in%dual in contact with KOEUTIC on
Jane 22nd was actuanylkred FRP*ICES	 FRCHN, whose name was NKFaMSOR and
Who will be referred to liter in tali *Wit. ( T-1, 41'22/54)

7. JCP1PrIBER
2337 Adeline Street
Oaklendh.California

NUE contacted KCFCTIC frcm Oacland and requested an appoint.
ment to see KOSUTIC the same day for saes undisclosed purpose. The
conference was arranged. (T./ 1 6/23/54)
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8. KONRAT FETRUCFIA
1730 rolores Street
San Francisco, California 

KOSUTIC made arrangments to soe PARLCIJA at the Consulate
General on :me 2h, 1954 and later KOSUTIC told JOSEPH TERFAU that he
had requested the essitance of FZIRUCLL in introducing members of the
Consulate General Staff at the CFG picnic to be held at Cupertino on
June 27, 1954. IWUTIC ciao told YErPAH on June 28, 1954 that the plan
for the introductions had not worked. (1-1, 6/23,25,28/54)

9, PIENILBSBACCA
LC.: Los Angeles, California

A message was forvarded by V:PACCA to KOSUTIC requesting that
KOSITIC visit with PERACCA in Los Angeles on july 1, 1954. PERACCA
visited the Consulate General on the afternoon of June 29, 1954 and in
the absence of KOUrC talked with Vice-Consul VITOroMIC. Mention was
made of the fact that P4COP IS telephone number in Los Angeles was
Madison 6-1376 and the Los Angeles telephone directory indicates that
this is listed to the /sw firm of WARNER CORAN and P:RACCA, 215 West
Seventh Street, Room 1120, Los Angeles, California. (T-1, 6/29/5h)

The Hart1ndale-Hubbell Law Llrectory for 1954 indicates that
ATaRzr PERACCA was born in 1909, was •dmitted to the bar of the State of
C4lifornia in 1935 arid has A.B. and L.L.B. degrees from the University of
California. He is shown to be a member qfthe	 B.r4aociationiation
and apparently is associated with NWT NNCOIAN and JAKES.	
Both C0.4AN and NURWR hold A.B. and LAO. degrees from the University of
California and are members of the American Bar Aseocisticax and were
adaitted to practice law in California in 1936. COON was born i.e 1912
while %Minnows born in 1908 according to the /or directory.

10. JCAMROVIC
ctorrieneh Sardine Company
Tsrminal Is]snd, California

NORM was in toechwith 2AKINOVIC in order to arrange for
the visit of Consul General BRAM KARALJOLE to the San Pedro /togbelre
emigrant colony. Their first contact was on July 1. 1954 end ZAWINOVIC
protested that the time of the intended visit vas at such an early date
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that arrangements for a fitting welcome could not be made. KCFU1TC
indicated that no formal affair was desired and KAPADJOLE merely wanted
an opportunity to visit "the club" and to have a drinkwith theirellows".
YOSUTIC also mentioned to 2ANINOVIC that 1pt4ssador IOW= was
planning to visit theitesteoast in approxini-Telya	 Cbtober, 1954.

7/1/54)

2ANIK0VIC reported to !COSMIC on July 6 and 7, 1954 that
difficulties were being encountered arranging for, date for the gather-
ing. He was informed by ROBOTIC that any date between July 10 erd 150
1554 would be satisfactory to KARAVJOLR. It was finally arranged for
the meeting to be held on Wednesday July 14, 1954 at either. private
home or a restaurant. (T-1, 7/6,8/54)

11. ANTCW :2,0111p4
6600 Aides Avenue
Van Nuys, Ce/ifornia

Mrs. PARMA reported to UTIC on July 6, 1554 that abs and
her husband were reluctant to answer a letter which they received from
KOK= 'miring that they assist in arranging an affair for the visit of
Consul Genera KARADJOLE. Hrs. PARMA stated that they felt that it
would be a heavy burden upon then to maks such arrangements because they
would be unable to have the full cooperation of the Tugoarr emigrants
in the 	 She pointed out that the group is divided and nactionad as
an example, that the 0,Ccednformiste were holding a picnic on the fel-
lowing SUnday (July 11, 15544). ROBOTIC . asked Mrs. PARMA to maks as
many telephone contacts as she end her hupband could with the Yugoslav,
in order to fix. date upon which KARAEJOLS could be invited to Loa
Angeles for his first visit. (T-Im 7/6/54)

12. Mrs. FRANCES AEELE	 F4OHN, also km:mu
as ?ire, RORFRT CHIA	 PRCHN, no.

NttRRISCII
IS Souther Avenue
San Praneimeo, California

On June 23, 1554 Mrs. LE ?ROHN notified ROBOTIC that she tema/d.
be linable to meet with him for lona that da but that Mao valid call and
mak. similar arrangements for wee later date. She elmUmrtimi the Consulate
General on July lb, 1954 asking for rostrrie, but wog told that he lam in
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Los tngeles on a business trip. On July 23, 195h Mrs. LE PROM informed
YOSITTO she had been on a trip to Fresno on business for her husband.
They planned to helm lurch together that day but it was necessary for
KCPUTIC to cancel the engagement. (T-1, 6/23;7/14,23/54)

The 11arriage License ' Bureau of the San Frencisco County Clerk's
Office maintains, in Volme 24, the record of the issuance of a marriage
license on June 25, 1.953 to ErANCES ADFIE MORRISON, age 28 of Los Angeles,
California and ROBERT VIRUS= ?ROHN, 32 years of age, of 71a4 Bush
Street, San Francisco.

The hartindeleHobbell Lew Directory of 1954 indicates that
ROBERT LE FP1H?l was born in 1920 and was artmitted to the Bar in California
in 1952 after graduatlliRal the University of California with degrees
of A.B. and L.L.B. His offices are in the Russ Building.

The San Francisco City firectory for 1953 indicates that ROBERT
LE PROHN is associated with the 1sm firm of TOBRIM and LAZARUS and
he maintained renidederin Apartment 302 at 704 Bush Street, San Francisco.
The San Francisco Telephone Directory which was issued in .44, 1954
lists the office telephone of LE PROM in the Russ Building an Yukon e.
4060. Hie residence is exam as 85 Heather Avenue, where the telephone
is Barview(1-8755.

SLI `wok'13. jgiNJotigy-.	 .c..e.vrve k wA° Afro 010, # 	• Cs"; "417-*4A
2714 4fthrAvenne
San Francisco, California

On June 25, 1954 SrECNICand KOSUITC . arranrod to have Una
together on June 28, 1954 and on Vat day they' met at 12130 pm on the
corner of Bush and iiantgonery Streets. In arranging for the location of
the meeting Kamm' was heard to remark that he was unable to recall the
name of the restaurant ---here they would dine. It was noted that MCWIC
used the telephone nueberligate b-1776-as a ;Dace where he could be
reached and this is listed to attorney 110'4RD H. rEncr, Central Bank
Building, Ctkland, California. (1.1, 6/28/54)

IL. GEP.EkILENI07C
96o Junipera Serra Boulevard
San Francisco, California 

PLEHKOVIC contacted KOSUTIC on July 19, 1956 regarding a
petition to have a boy, 23 years of age, brought to the United States, from
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the Island of liver. MEMOVIC claimed that the petition Is in the hands
of the local officicls on liver 3ne that a long period of time has elapsed
without any action having been taken. !COSMIC agreed to assist FLENKOVIC
in the matter and they agreed to meet at the Consullte General on July 20,

PLINKOVIC also discussed the departure of former Consul General
RAFO /VAWFVIC and his family for Yugoslavia and indicated that he,
PLYNKOVIC,had been told by TOgITETICH that R;FO IVANC.VIC was having
trouble getting reservat5ons on Ship. KOSUTIC denied that this Was
true and explained that Yugoslav vessels dOnot sail at the pleasure of
their passengers but when their cargoes are casplete. (T-1, 7/19/54)

Cn July 22, 1954 PLENKOTIC wasigain in contact with KOSUTIC
and elatedly told KOSUTIC that he had received the material from KOcUTIC
and had forded the per and the 0.25 fee. (T.4,7422/54)

csARLm‘yarcgin
815 O'Farrell Street
San Francisco, California

CSETKOVIC requested the assistance of /COSMIC for a dear friend
of METKOFIC„ whose name was given only as 	 2ARD/C, "a cook" in
San Francisco. TARLEEC was stated to have a daughter in Yugoslavia whose
husbrnd had been killed fighting on the side of TITO IS Partisans. She
and her son, age eleven, both had Yugoslav passports and when they applied
for United States viaae, only r vim. for the woman was granted. METNOVIC
had learned free the Immigration and Neturelisatiws Service that there
was a "loophole" in the ImmigratiOn laws and that • foreign national,
under 'lateen years of age, coule be granted a United States visa if, the
person, was adopted by a citizen of the United States. TARDIC desirecrto
adopt his grandson for the purpose of bringing him to the United States
and rCEUTIC agreed to assist in this regard. He arranged with CVETKOVIC
to meet with UREIC at the Consulate General on the afternoon of July 23,
1954. (T-1, 7/21/54)

The mention of the fact that zwic was a cook supGeeted that
he might be an employee of the Tadich Orill at 545 Clay Street, Sin
Francisco inasmuch as a number of Yugoslays are employed there. A call
to the Orill (Sutter 1-9754) disclosed that there was no cook there by
the name of ZARLIC but that one CHRIS4ARDIC(PH) was employed as a

-waiter.
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16. BARBARA jUi'lEFOX
200.11 treat 36th Avenue
San Mateo, California 

Oh July 24, 1954 KOSUTIC contacted United Airlines'in San
Francisco and requested the address of an arline itewardess named
WWI FOX stating, "I have to nail somethin‘ to her". Be was informed
that such information as the home address of United Airlines personnel
could not be given out.

Chief Stewardess JOAN DENTON of the United Airlines telphonioally
advised SA NILLIPF P. EILLON on July 28, 1954 that BARBARA JUNE FOX has
been employed as en airline stewardeas sine September 23, 2953. She
reaides at 20041 Nest 36th Avenue in SanNateo Where bartelephone number
is Fireside 5-14112. She was born in Sheridarn June  2, 1931
and her father, J. RArOK, reel:NI- at lb	 Fourth
Wyoming.

17. URK1TO4N SUBJECT; Pontiac Sedan, 1951
California LiCIAOL-11.4511l1-- 

At , about 8:15 pm on the evening of July 23, 1954, 116h noted
a men arrive at the KOSUTIC residence who was driving a 1953 or 1954
two-tone blue Catalina Nodal Pontiac Sedan which carried 1954 California
license 10 115071. It was very foggy st the time of the arrival and
departure of this person and a phyeicel description was not obtained.
The driver remained at the KOSUTIC residence for appratimate3,y thirty
minutes and then deperted. The California Department o Motor Vehicles
indicated that the vehicle in question is licensed to R. IJALIACEJNNi

.SonsMatud4oturing_Canorw, Silversmiths, 1140 GearyStre. 	 Francisco,
telephone Douglas 2-1178.

On July 30, 1954 T-2 learned that Vice-Consul VITOROVIC bad
requested permission of the Babas*, to expend the sum of $606. for a
now silver service for use in entertaining by personnel of the Consullte
General. This request, which was forwarded to the Embassy during the
latter pert of July, 1954, may have sone relationship to tbe visit of
the unidentified person to the residence of KOSC1TC cc July 23, 1954.
It is to be noted that KOSUITC deported on his vocation on July 25, 1954
and this may have occasioned the call at other than a regular business
hour.
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la. NITGL>A4TKOVIC
Star Televlsion
401"est Main Street
Alhambra, California 

On March 26, 1953 R3TFOVIC responded to an earlier letter from
YOSUITC and invited KMUTIC and his wife to visit at HATKOVIC IS home.
He mentioned tat he had recently given up one business and had begun
work as a television repairman. He also indicated that hed 

I 
received

th• Utter from Yugoslavia indicating at hit' brother, NIL 	 munc,9B4L
who was serving in the Yugoslav Air tome, was being assigned to attend
a school operated by the United States Air Force in the United States.
RATKOWC asked KCZUTIC to determine if this information as to his
brother's assignment was correct and if his brother had arrived in the
United States. (T-2, 7/2/54)

19. Miss MARNUNE
520 Hest Chestnut Street
Leadville,. Colorado 

rlsa KLI1NE corresponded with KOSUTIC for some unknown reason on
July 27, 1954.. (T-2, 700/54)

20. LCUIP raw N
420 Nititti Misa
San Pedro, California

PALOWN notified KOclITIC on July 27, 1954 that he had forwarded
f3.00 to the Consulate Generel about fifteen drys previously and wondered
if it had been received as he was 'AM waiting for docUments from
/Mine. The indicated that it he did not hear from the Consulate Oenare/
promptly he "will consult ht -her authorities". The nature of bin, requeet
of KOSUTIC was not disclosed. (T-2, 7/30154)

21. ltri	 . 
Canaan Conevlate Oeneral
Son Francisco/ California 

KOSUTIC visited at the German Consulate on the afternoon of
July 6, 1954 where he hod an appointment to see W. LIBERTE. He subse-
quently notified BOMAN POPOCTIC of the Yugoslav &Assay inlieahingtompEC
that he had learned at the German Consulate that that agency had three
inheritance eases pending before the Supreme Court. (T-1,7/2,6,12/54)

-13-
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22. Belgian Consulate General.
Sion Francisco, CiLifornia

KC6UT1C notified the Belgian Consulate General on July 20,
19% that he and Mrs. K(SUTIC would accept the invitation for a social
affair on July 21, 1954. (T-1, 7/20/5/4)

23. Cocktail Party on July 1, 1954

KOSUT1C was to attend a cocktail party on the evening of
July 1, 19% but the source was unaware as to the identity of the party
giving the affair or the location Were it was to be held. (T-1, 7/1/54)

ES*TATE ALT INHERIT/NCE HATTERS

The following individuals were in contact with Consul SINISA
KOSUTIC with regard to the handling of estate and inheritance matters, a
field in which KOR: TIC has interested himself. It is to be noted that
he is an attorney and is apparently the on1,-- person at the Yugoslav
Consulate General who is handling such matters:

1. PISTEril_BE
Portland Oregon

SCWABE wee in San Francisco on June 1# 19% conferring with
KOFT:TIC and other attorneys handling estate matters for the Yugoslays. He
was known to be in the conpony of members of the Consulate General staff
on June 5, 39%. On June 33# 19% !COSMIC notified the &balm that
SCHWABE had misrepresented the Net that the Public ictninistrator's Crtioe
was interested only in cases where there were heirs in tke United States.
ICCFUTIC indicated that attorneys vatcr.E POLITZSE and EMI	 had
imitated that the Public Ickninistrator was interested in all inheritanoe
cases. DOODAH POPOVIC of the Embassy believed that a proposition for-
warded by PETER P. SCHtlABE was good and KOSUTIC suggested that the 2w:-
slay Finance report:cent in Belgrade should iseue a ruling whore, inheritances
could be paid to heirs in the United States without the Department having
the right to stop payment on some technicalities. (T-1, 6/345,30/51s)

KOFUTIC notified the /Massy on July 12, 19% that SCHWABE was
planning on a trip to Yugoslavia and planned to see VIJDIMIR POPOVIC and
SAVAICOSPNOTIC p former Yugoslav Ambassadors to the United States. It
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appeared from information furnished by KC6UTIC that SCRPA ,S had written
ins:testing that the Consulate Oeneral in San Francisco had believed it .
would be a good idea for SWIM to confer in Belgrade with officiala of
the ! linistry of Foreign Affairs as to legal matters which he was handling.

ROBOTIC indicated thrt he wee angry over this cent of
SOWABE as it was not true and SCHABE had told KOSUITO that his trip to
Yugoslavia was purely for pleasure. X0/1117C notified Belgrade that
SCROBE was ccrdng and that he might discuss legal matters. He requested
Belgrade not to enter into spy agreavents with SCHWAB/width would tie
the Consulate's hands. KCFUTIC also requested BCODAN POPOVIC to notify
SCHwABE that the Eabassy was happy he VAS visitUgYugoslavia and to
suggest to SCHWABE that it would not be nacessary to enter into any
business dealings while in Belgrade.

WOTAN POPCNIC informed ?CUT= that SCHWABE wee scheduled to
leave on the SS LISaRS and va:T to be in Eelgrade about August 2), 1951i.
(T-1, 7/12/54)

Om June 22, 1954 aCZWABE and TCSUTIC discussed &proposed settle-
ment in the Estate of PHILletillIEJCIC. (T-2, 6/29/54)

On Jay 2, 1954 /CRITIC prepared a letter to SWUM concerning
the strategy to be developed in the handling of estate cases. He went
over the objection of SCHWABE to attorney POLITUR IS idea far a test ease
to be accepted, by stipulation as a precedent in all pending California
cases. SWAM'S objection was based an the presumption that any such
test case would depend ninety percent on the personal views and prejudices
of the judge and SCHWBE had indicated that he did not know at a single
Judge in California who would render a decision favorable to the Yugoslav
position. SCIVABIC held the opinion that delays should be requisted in
each case and this view was based on the international situation and in
particular on the Geneva Conference.

/COSMIC pointed out that SCHWABE wee in error and that safer
as he could see, the American foreign policy lost prestige in "this° part
of the world. He directed attention to the time element width SCHWABZ
felt would be favorable to the Yugoslav position and indicated thet the
time had been lost without benefit. MIMIC pointed out that, "America
needs friends now more than ever before" and !COSMO doubted the Attorney
°snare' would take a **born position against Noels.. interests. (T4,
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KOSKIIIIC notified SCINABE by letter that he had received informa..
tion that JOHNNOJHOVICH had died in %eke, Arleen& on Lay 21 # 19514
leaving • substantial estate. The decedent was said to have a wife end
two depghters in Yugoslavia and SCHWABE was requested to handle the cue..

2. •JC4B1 J. TUTISTICH

/COSMIC MI in contact with BATIFTIC regarding the JAaNtirantli
Estate case on June 3 and 10, 1951s. KOSUTIC instructed BASTISTIC to

accept an offer of $55,000. tsoilasod in the BADOVICH ease, this Rooney
to be payable to the foreign heirs. !COSMIC notified the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Be/grade-of-the-settlesent on the owe date. (T-1#
6/3,10 and T-2, 6/10/54)

It was noted an June 2h, 1954 that a remark was made indicating
that.BATISTIlleovld be locetee at his long Beach office, the telephone
number of which was Long Beach 3 .48361. (T-1, 6/24/5h).

(X June 21k, 1954 BATISTIC notified K0r.1.17iC that the
Estate which ageounted to $25,000. had been distributed in March #1952
before BATISTIClibeone• interested in the case. (T-1, 6,12b/5ls)

x0SU1IC was in touch with 13ATI5IGica July 1 and 9, 1954 re-
garding estatnnettere,_ers.--of-which. in1pd an individual Maid =Ca
POP(VIC and the other coneerned one 0FXR0E ._	 ( ta, 7/349/54)
3. mem POLITZER

San Franc:tweet_ Cla iftr eta 

POLITZBB was contacted by Levin. on Mezr-26....1551‘-zegerdiag
-tha_Estate of /Gni. tem. Cu?, 6N511)

On June 2 # 1954. IOSUTIC visited at the offices orPOISTM-
-ebsrte( ithwieorning. (T-1, 6/2/54)

Os Jaw lit -1954 POLITZER'nertifiad Komar lbst-the Attorney
General would pees on the 1CCFPLIC Estate case if it can be--ehani whether
ECPATIC was a United States .er- Tugoalmor-nitisen-at-the-tine of his

(T.1, 4/30/54)

It was noted .thart !COMIC -mewls- *outset. mith TOIST2Sit Ahae
14.:.0-0444, 1954. (T.1, 4/1622,2h/5h)
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On June 25, 1954 KOFI TIC notified OLITTER of the receipt of
twenty-one new decisions from Tugoslav courts which were to be forwarded
to PETM A. !CH(1ABE with copies for PULITZER. POLITZER agreed to meet
with KOFUTIC at the Consulate on the following dgy. (T-1, 6/25/54)

4. Mrs. KANT I. HJELOKOSICH
140 I Woll Street
Watsonville, California 

KOsUTIC notified Mrs. BJ:IOKOSICH that the heirs in Tugoslavia
gave a power of attorney in the Estate of HELM/ RUCONICH to a private
party in the United States rather than to the Consultte General. He
stated that this was wrong and that she should endeavor to influence her
Yugoslav relatives to have this remedied. CT-1, 6/1/54)

On May 12,1954 KOSUTIC indicated that he end his wife intended
to visit the BJFLOROSICH family at Ustsonville on hay 15, 1954. (Ti,-
5/12/54)

T-2 determined on July 2, 1954 that EOSUTIC had possessed a
.letter dated April 21, 1954 addressed to DJ:LOKOSICH tram a JULCA
l!FITS.HINA, Holiday Lodge, Northpoint, Loeg Island, iiev Tork. This
ittir dealt with finny trouble between the writer and her husband as
the Nile had found that her husband was living with another wcman. The
writer Was apparently suing for divorce and living with her brother. The
reason why this letter was in the possession of Consul !COSMIC was.not
determined. (T-2, 7/2/54)

5. EMMET RATES
San Francisco, California 

On June lh, 1954 E!•ET HAUS notified KCfUTIC that he had
prepared a rough draft list of ell the caves which he was handling for
the Consulate. On June 15, 1954 HATES discussed the Estate of PETER N.
LURACH with !COSMIC. The two discussed the SAT? LUKOVICH Estate Ow
on Juno 17, 1954 and regarding powers of attorney in that matter. On
July 12, 1554 !COSMIC and WES discussed the Aakamiauc case and
the sale of preperty in which a Mr. SPERM0(0) was interested. The
AOICH(ph) cabs was the sUbject of a discussion between HATS and IC6I7TIC
on July 22, 1954. The two noted that JUDGE FRITZ had ruled in favor of
a distribution of the estate to the heirs. KOSUTIC and SCHWABE discussed

-17-
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an unidentified case on July 28, 1954 in which attorney SCHWE was
interested ane the two decided that the decision in the case would
probably not be taken as a Precedent. (T-1, 6/14,15,17,22;7/9-12,22,
28/54)

On June 30, 1954 Hrs, MUSH, IMU2a`BERFARD, the receptionist
at the Yugoslav Consulate General notified HAYEE that the Consulate had
received • check in the amount of t5,470. which had been made peyable to
former Consul General RAFO ITAHCEVIC.. BM'S indicated that this would
make no difference but the eatete matter giving rise to this sum was not
mentioned. (T-1, 6/33/54)

6. Tatun r 15-;01PRIEN
345 Franklin :street
San Francisco, Calirornia

O IBRIEN contacted the Consulate General on June 25, 1954 and
inquired regarding the reciprocal inheritance lawn between the United .
states and Yugoslavia. He was referred to "the Consul" and made an
appointment to see YOSUT1C on the efternoon of June 29, 1954. (T.44
6/15,25/54)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Consul SINISA KOSUTIC is believed to be an Ulea representative
and an intelligence agent of the Yugoslav Government. Since tht arrival
of XOSUTIC . in an Fr:metre° in hay of 1950 he has been the person
responsible for the preparation of reports and character 1**U:thee con-
cerning Yugoslav emigrants and organisations. Thum sketches have dealt
with political affiliations and activities and the attitudes of the
individuals or organisations toward the T1TO regime. (1401/23,24/54)

Consul !COSMIC has been in frequent contact with HIXOT:NINDIC,
a high-ranking official of the Yugoslav Embalm in Washinecon -
reporta414- a lladerof_theigfa in the (kited States. 0-5,)1/23,24/54)

The following deeeftpgjosdatelmmotaken from data made available
at the time of MUM': arrival in the United States and from personal
observation:
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Race	 White
Born	 January 2, 1909

Potporanj, Vojvodina (Serbia) Yugoslavia
Height
Weight	 160-170 lbs.
Build	 Medium
Hair	 Black
Eyes	 Dark
Canplcrion	 Olive
Peculiarities	 *Ialks with round shoullered position;

clothes a little large; wears hat
down !la ears

Marital Status	 Harried
Relatives
Wife	 MAOT4OSUTIC
Son	 STTVANNOEUTIC, age 13

Address	 290 Mk:ellen Avenue, Nan Francisco
California (telephone LCnbard 4-1719)

Citisenehip	 Tugoilav
Occupation	 Lawyer
Position	 Consul of Iugoelevia, an Francisco,

California
Entered U.S.	 How york s N.y. .. March 10, 1950

SS Ile de Fire*
Photograph	 /Available

- P -
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